
                               MQ1 Predator Drone Engine History

In April 1996, the secretary of defence selected the US Air Force as the operating 
service for the RQ-1 Predator system.  The ‘R’ is theDepartment of Defence (DOD) 
designation for reconnaissance aircraft. The ‘M’ is the DOD designation for multi-role, 
and ‘Q’ means unmanned aircraft system. The ‘1’ refers to the aircraft being the first of 
the series of remotely piloted aircraft systems.

A change in designation from RQ-1 to MQ-1 occurred in 2002 with the addition of the 
AGM-114 Hellfire missiles. During August 2011, Predator passed its one millionth total 
development, test, training, and combat hours mark – a significant accomplishment for 
the US Air Force.

On 9 March 2018, the U.S. Air Force officially retired the MQ-1Predator from operational 
service. The aircraft was first operationally deployed in 1995 and in 2011 the last of 268 
Predators were delivered to the service, of which just over 100 were still in service by 
the start of 2018. While the Predator was phased out by the Air Force in favor of the 
heavier and more capable MQ-9 Reaper, the Predator continues to serve in the MQ-1C 
Gray Eagle derivative for the U.S. Army as well as with several foreign nations.

The 914 is more fuel efficient and lighter than similarly sized traditional engines, but 
originally had a shorter time between overhaul (TBO), restricting its market potential. On 
introduction, the TBO was only 600 hours, which was double that of previous Rotax 
engines but far short of existing engines of comparable size and power. However, by 
1999 the TBO had been increased to 1,000 hours, and it was increased again to 2,000 
hours in 2010.

The engine can be operated on 100LL leaded avgas or on unleaded regular automotive 
gasoline, with a minimum RON of 95. If the 914 is operated using leaded fuel, lead 
sludge will accumulate in the oil tank and reduction gearbox, and the fuel is 
incompatible with the recommended synthetic oil because it cannot hold lead in 
suspension; consequently, using leaded fuel mandates additional maintenance, and 
unleaded fuel is recommended.

This Rotax 912UL base engine was upgraded with General Atomics MQ1 Predator
parts by USAF contractors “Extreme Aircraft Engines” for the MQ1 Program.
Please note the logs in the Inventory Page Link.


